
 

We've all been there: we're about to finish a boring report and we get an idea. It's time to research your "new" idea for this
report altogether, using the internet. But what are the best websites for this? Not only does it depend on what you're researching,
but where it is located as well! This short blog post provides a list of websites that are perfect for researching ideas for school
reports. #1 - https://www.scoop.it/t/search-for-school-report-idea Scoop.it is a great website because it has various categories of
things under them, including "magazines, newspapers, magazines" and "news sites. It has an easy to follow design and search
function, too! #2 - http://www.newsdemon.com NewsDemon is a brilliant website for finding any sort of news from anywhere
in the world! It's very easy to use and has a very modern and simple design layout, especially when compared with Scoop.it! It
also has all the different categories you would expect it to have: journals, magazines, newspapers and so on. #3 -
http://www.slideshare. net Slideshare is a brilliant website for finding some professional looking PowerPoint presentations on
various topics. It's perfect for projects under the arts section of your report! It also has blogs and videos, so you can write up an
A+ report! #4 - http://www.wikiworld.org WikiWorld can be extremely useful to find information on any subject or topic, but it
really excels in finding information about countries. You can find most of the countries' flags here, as well as their capital,
population, most famous person(s) and so on. Have a country you're researching? WikiWorld is perfect! #5 -
http://www.agiweb. org/literature/allbooks If you're doing a report on a certain book, then this is the site for you! It has all sorts
of information on all sorts of books. It uses a simple tick system to rate the books, so it's easy to find a book that will interest
you. One thing that's cool about this website is that it also includes information on all sorts of magazines and short stories as
well! Note: Always double-check your sources before using them!
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